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Morning Andy,
Hope you're well, we have used the LOBO edge protection for the first time on an Anglian
Water Site last week- the system was great, straight forward to put up and down and
roofers said they felt safer carrying out their work, so all in all we are very pleased.
We have a number of flat roof repairs to carry out in the coming weeks- some on larger
buildings and in more complex situations- such as buildings with chambers next to them and
with restricted space around the perimeter where the trestle ends have to be positioned on
the longer sides of the building.
We have also realised that when we are removing all the felt from a roof we cannot have
the Trestle Leg No.2 positioned on the roof as we need all the roof space clear.
We need the system to be flexible for all these situations so we are going to need some
additional components, I think 4 more Base Plates with Extensions and Outriggers plus
additional Loband Couplers should do the job - could you have a look at the example plan I
am sending and check this is the most effective choice for our requirements to make the
components and put a quote together for us- we need the extra components for later next
week- would this be possible?
Thanks Andy, look forward to hearing from you,
Kind Regards
A R Siddans Ltd

www.lobosystems.com

Conformities
EU: BS 1139 parts 3 & 4, BS EN1004:2004
USA: OSHA Compliant, ANSI A10.8, 29 CFR Part 1920 (General Industry)
Canada: S269.2 Access for construction purposes
Australia: AS/NZS 1576.5:1995, AS/NZS 1576.3:1995 Tower.

